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ABSTRACT
We present an inverse problem approach to jointly solve a
problem of deconvolution and demixing of sources from 4D
(x, y, λ, t) astronomical data obtained by observing a supernova and its host galaxy at different epochs. In order to obtain
supernova spectra of high photometric quality, we take special
care of avoiding demixing biases and deconvolution artifacts
caused by the very limited size of the field of view. We assert
the performances of our method on realistic simulated data.
Index Terms— supernova survey; inverse problem;
demixing; deconvolution.
1. INTRODUCTION
We address the joint problems of the deconvolution of a
4D dataset (2 spatial dimensions + wavelength + time) and
demixing of a time varying point source object (a supernova),
from a time invariant but spatially structured environment
(the host galaxy) and a time varying spatially uniform sky
background. These observations are meant to obtain photometrically calibrated spectra needed to improve the use of
type Ia supernovæ (SNe Ia) as cosmological probes [1, 2].
The problem of demixing spectra from different sources has
been previously addressed in astronomy for 2D spectroscopy
obtained with long-slit spectrographs [3, 4]. The data we consider here is a multi-wavelength set of multi-epoch images,
i.e. a 4D dataset (x, y, λ, t). The real data will be obtained
with SNIFS (SuperNova Integral Field Spectrograph) [5],
an instrument which has been optimized for automated observation of point sources on a diffuse background over the
full optical range at moderate spectral resolution. SNIFS
main component is a high-throughput wide-band pure-lenslet
integral field unit (IFU) à la TIGER [6]. Each observed supernova yields Nt datacubes, including one final reference
observed when the supernova has faded away. The spatial
coordinates correspond to the positions of the microlenses in
the microlens array (MLA), and thus to a specific position in
the sky for a given exposure. To each microlens corresponds a
spectrum of Nλ flux values. The point spread function (PSF)
is estimated from the simultaneous observation of several
field stars which are also used as photometric references to
calibrate the measured supernova flux to reference standard

stars. In all the following work, we will consider the PSF’s
known and the fluxes calibrated. Also, due to the small size
of the field of view (600 × 600 ), the PSF’s can be considered as
shift invariant.
2. INVERSE PROBLEM APPROACH
2.1. Direct Model
The 4D model of the observed data is a mixture of three components, the host galaxy, the supernova and the sky background, convolved by the PSF of the instrument:
ZZ h
i
m(a, λ, t) =
Igal (a0 , λ) + Fsn (λ, t) δ(a0 ) + Isky (λ, t)
× h(a − aλ,t − a0 , λ, t) da0

(1)

where a = (a1 , a2 ) is the 2D view angle, Igal (a, λ) and
Isky (λ, t) are the specific intensities of the galaxy and the sky,
and Fsn (λ, t) is the specific flux of the supernova. The PSF,
which norm accounts for absolute and chromatic calibration,
is denoted h(a, λ, t). The pointing offset of exposure t is
aλ,t , it also accounts for the atmospheric differential refraction (ADR) [7] via its wavelength dependence. In the model
prior to convolution, the supernova is a point source and it’s
position is used as the reference for all other positions in the
model.
2.2. Likelihood and regularization
Our objective is the recovering of Igal , Fsn and Isky given the
data and the PSF’s. To that end, we adopt a very general
inverse problem approach, taking special cares to avoid biases
in the extraction of the spectral energy distributions (SED’s)
of the supernovæ which are meant to be used as cosmological
probes. Following standard inverse problem approach [8], the
solution is obtained by optimizing a joint criterion:
x+ = arg min {fdata (x) + fprior (x)} ,

(2)

x

where x is the set of all unknowns (galaxy, supernova and sky
fluxes), fdata (x) is a likelihood term which enforces agreement with the data while fprior (x) is a regularization term
which enforces agreement with the priors.

After discretization and assuming uncorrelated Gaussian
noise, the likelihood term reads:
X
2
fdata (x) =
wk,`,t [dk,`,t − mk,`,t (x)] ,
(3)

reconstructed galaxy

true galaxy

k,`,t

where mk,`,t (x) is the discretized model, dk,`,t is a datum, indices k, ` and t are for the pixel (2D position), spectral channel and epoch respectively and the w0 s are statistical weights
equal to the reciprocal of the variance of the data.
Owing to the time separation between exposures (each exposure is generally taken during a different night), there is no
temporal correlation between the parameters (to the notable
exception of the galaxy brightness distribution which is assumed to be constant over time). Since there is no time continuity for our data, we indistinctly use the letter t to denote
the time or the exposure index.
The purpose of the regularization term is to supplement
missing information (our problem having more unknowns
than measurements is ill-posed) and to avoid noise amplification (the deconvolution involved makes our problem
ill-conditioned) [9]. Most effective regularization consists
in accounting for the continuity of the sought distributions
along their dimensions. In our case, we do not enforce any
spectral continuity on the point source to avoid biases. We
also found that spectral continuity was not necessary for the
sky. Besides, the galaxy time invariance and the sky flatness
are enforced explicitly. Hence, we only use the regularization term to enforce the spatial and spectral continuity of the
galaxy. The spatial continuity of the galaxy is required to
cope with the ill-posedness of the deconvolution and because
we choose to have a model that covers an area twice as large
as the field of view to avoid edge artifacts as the PSF’s are
of size similar to the field of view. We do not want to favor
any spatial anisotropy nor any correlation between spatial and
spectral features, hence we use a separable regularization for
the galaxy:
ZZZ
2
∂Igal (a, λ)
prior
da dλ
fprior (x) =
wspatial
(a, λ)
∂a

2
ZZZ
∂Igal (a, λ)
prior
+
wspectral (a, λ)
da dλ (4)
∂λ
prior
prior
where wspatial
and wspectral
are regularization weights. In practice, we approximate the partial derivatives by finite differences and the integrals by sums over the pixels and spectral
index.
For simple 2D image restoration (e.g. deconvolution), stationary priors are generally assumed. Following this prescription, the regularization weights would depend neither on the
position nor on the wavelength which would left us with the
problem of tuning only two regularization levels: the weight
of the spatial regularization and that of the spectral regularization. Owing to the high dynamical range in astronomical images and to avoid grossly over-regularization of large features

Fig. 1. Reconstructed galaxy vs. true galaxy. Note the very
good reconstruction inside of the field of view (shown as a
black box) and the field of view extrapolation in the reconstruction.
or under-regularization of small features, we rather suggest
that the regularization weights be, at least chromatic. From
Bayesian considerations [10], we derive:
prior
prior
wspatial
(a, λ) = µprior
spatial qspatial (λ)
prior
wspectral
(a, λ)

=

prior
µprior
spectral qspectral (λ)

(5)
(6)

with expected values approximated by spatial averages computed for the observed brightness distribution Iobs (a, λ):
#−1
ZZ
2
∂Iobs (a, λ)
1
da − bias
(7)
=
Ω
∂a
" ZZ 
#−1
2
1
∂Iobs (a, λ)
prior
qspectral (λ) =
da − bias
(8)
Ω
∂λ
"

prior
qspatial
(λ)

where Ω is the size of the observed field of view. The two
bias terms account for the noise propagation and are directly
derived from the variance of Iobs . The two remaining free paprior
rameters µprior
spatial and µspectral are needed because the q’s terms
are estimated from the data, not from the true galaxy. We exprior
pect that µprior
spectral be of order unity, and that µspatial has to be
set to smaller values due to the smoothing by the PSF.
The demixing of the galaxy and the supernova is possible
thanks to the spatial regularization of the galaxy (which prevents a sharp feature such as the supernova to be accounted
as being part of the galaxy) and to the reference exposure for
which the supernova is known to be invisible. However the
demixing cannot be perfect and we expect some pollution between the recovered galaxy and supernova. In practice, we
found that this bias is not very large. Nevertheless, it may
reach levels incompatible with the accuracy required by the
scientific goals of SNIFS. In order to better suppress this bias,
we first deconvolve the final reference alone with the most adequate set of hyper-parameters and with the supernova explicitly tuned off. Once this reconstruction is achieved, we use it
as a prior to fix the galaxy level under the supernova.

3. ALGORITHM AND RESULTS
3.1. Algorithm summary
3.1.1. Initialization

data (3975Å)

reconstruction

ground truth

Fig. 2. Image of the galaxy in the 3974Å spectral channel.
From left to right: raw data from the final reference, the reconstructed deconvolved galaxy, the true galaxy.

The first step is to deconvolve the galaxy from the final reference alone, with the supernova explicitly turned off. The sky
and the galaxy specific intensities are defined up to a chromatic offset which can be added to the galaxy and subtracted
to the sky with no incidence on the model. In order to lift this
degeneracy, the sky in the reference exposure is held fixed to
a chosen a priori distribution. This choice is arbitrary, a more
realistic sky could be either estimated a posteriori, bearing in
mind that it could slightly impact the reconstruction via the
spectral regularization.
3.1.2. Registration
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Fig. 3. Results at two different epochs. Top: 10 days before
max. Bottom: final reference. From left to right: data, model
and residuals.

At this stage, the galactic reconstruction is used to refine the
measure of the relative distance between the galaxy and the
supernova. This distance is estimated on all exposures via a
maximum correlation method between the galaxy model and
the data at other epochs but where the supernova has been
masked. Using the median of the positions measured, the
prior
galaxy is then re-build from the final reference to give Igal
which is used later (see below) as a prior distribution. Since
the reference of all positions in the model space is the position
of the supernova, this is equivalent to propagating the relative
distance between the supernova and the galaxy to all epochs.
This step is mandatory because it proved impossible to measure externally the position of the supernova in each exposure
with the accuracy needed by the simultaneous treatment of all
the exposures.
3.1.3. Simultaneous demixing of all epochs
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Once these preparation steps have been taken, we globally fit
for supernova, sky and galaxy on all exposures with a spaprior
tial regularization on Igal − Igal
. This is achieved through
a hierarchical optimization, where the supernova and sky are
extracted for each change in the galaxy map.
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3.2. Results on simulated data
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Fig. 4. Top: true (red) and extracted (black) spectra of the
super-nova, 10 days before peak brightness (left) and 40 days
after peak brightness (right). Bottom: relative difference between the true and extracted spectra.

In order to test the results of our algorithm, and especially to
assert that the photometric bias introduced by the extraction
is negligible, the true supernova spectrum is required. This
is only possible through simulated data. The simulator we
implemented generates a supernova time series and places it
at any given position on top of a realistic galaxy. The spectrum of the galaxy for each one of its pixels is obtained by
fitting a stellar population library to real multi-color images.

This method yields a galaxy model that has a realistic spectrospatial distribution. The supernova and the galaxy are then
convolved by a PSF obtained from a library of real PSF’s and
a sky spectrum is added to the exposure. Photon noise (with
Poisson statistic) and read out noise (with Gaussian statistic)
are finally added to produce the data.
3.2.2. Results
We processed all exposures (here 11 exposures, including one
final reference) and all wavelengths (here 780 spectral channels) simultaneously with our algorithm to perform the joint
deconvolution and demixing. Figure 1 shows that the reconstruction inside of the field of view captures all the small scale
galactic structure without noticeable pollution from the supernova, that would mean a bias in the SN Ia spectra extracted.
Also note that the extrapolation outside the field of view is
quite consistent with the real distribution. Figure 2 stresses
on a single wavelength channel corresponding to an absorption feature (i.e. where the galaxy has a low signal to noise
ratio) to show the gain in quality obtained by exploiting the
spectral continuity of the galaxy. In Figure 3 we display one
wavelength channel of two simulated exposures: an exposure containing the galaxy and the supernova, and an exposure containing only the galaxy. Since no structured features
are left in the residuals, our method accounts correctly for all
the structures of the object. Figure 4 displays the supernova
spectra at different epoch, it shows that the extraction is unbiased and of photometric quality. Moreover, both spectra come
from epochs with very different PSF’s and ADR’s, showing
the accuracy of the field extrapolation, needed to subtract correctly the different amount of light brought in the field of view
by the wings of the PSF.
4. CONCLUSION
We presented an algorithm to deconvolve and separate components from a multi-wavelength multi-epoch 4D dataset.
Our method is based on an inverse problem approach, it processes all exposures and all wavelengths simultaneously and
exploits the existing spatial, temporal and/or spectral continuities or invariances in the different light sources (galaxy,
super nova and sky background) to improve demixing quality
and avoid deconvolution artifacts. Our algorithm yields an
extraction of the component of interest, i.e. the supernova
spectrum, with high photometric accuracy.
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